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Higher Speed for greater Productivity &
Performance

The new Lynx machines operate at 1080 rpm
to give excellent productivity and superior
finish on the floor.

Integrated Active or Passive dust collection
systems

The Lynx machine  can be fitted with an
exhauster for areas where an active dust
collection unit is necessary. However, in
situations where sound is an issue the Lynx
has  the ability to be converted to the silent
passive dust collection system.

Available in three sizes

The Lynx is available in 3 sizes. Standard
machines are 17” (450 mm) or 20” (500 mm).
For specialist contracts the Lynx can be made
available in a very sleek 15” machine allowing
superb burnishing and cleaning performance in
smaller areas.

Easier Storage and Movement

The Lynx features a fold-over handle allowing
it to be stored in the smallest of spaces. It also
features castor wheels on its rear to allow the
machine to be tipped backwards and moved
around with ease.

Lynx
Ultra Speed Spray

Cleaning & Polishing

The Lynx offers unbeatable results
with the added versatility of the
optional solution dispenser and
active or passive vacuumation



The easy to use Lynx keeps operator training to a
minimum through its straight line operation.

The unique fold-over handle and castors on the
rear of the machine allow it to be stored in the
smallest of spaces.
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Technical Data
Product Code VR-L15 VR-L17 VR-L20
Productivity (m2 / hr) 650 750 900
Voltage (V) 240 240 240
Cleaning Width (mm) 400 (15”) 450 (17”) 500 (20”)
Motor Speed (rpm) 1080 1080 1080
Motor Power (Watts) 1500 1500 1500
Noise Level (dBA) 57 (Vac: 72) 57 (Vac: 72) 57 (Vac:72)
Cable Length (m) 15 15 15
Operating Downforce (kg) 7 9 10
Weight (kg) 35 37.5 38.4
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